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A.Q. Maynard

Six foot seven and skinny as a rail, Ashe 
Quinn Maynard carries themself with 
confidence and a sense of purpose. 

While they may not have any magic 
potential, they’re extremely skilled with 
their tried and true lasso-hammer-nail 
combo. AQ tends to be the one tasked 
with wrangling a berserking Tallow.

As the owner of the Maynard Archeology 
Group, AQ is almost always at the front 

of the pack when investigating 
Ancient ruins.



Tallow

It’s agreed upon in the M.A.G. to not insult 
Tallow’s favorite book series. She holds 

grudges for a really long time.

Tallow really likes pastries and sweets. 
She also swears like a sailor.

Her fighting skills put her in high 
demand when it comes to protecting the 

Maynard Archeology Group from 
creatures and bandits.











Unlike her sister, Ode, Vela remembers 
what life was like before her parents 

were taken from them. She’s extremely 
protective of her sister and would do 

anything to keep her safe.

Her staff can manifest a variety of
hardlight objects but Vela mostly uses it 
as an axe. She also uses it to make laser 

light shows to cheer Tallow up.

She won’t say it but she has a 
huge crush on Tallow.
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Rad Rat

John Karmithe has been
lovingly nicknamed “Rad Rat” by the 

other members of the M.A.G. due to his 
ability to detect radiation and his knack 

for getting into tight places. Oh, and 
he’s also just a super rad dude.

Rad Rat has put a lot of excavated
Ancient technology to good use over 

the years. He’s even invented 
electro-magnetic boots to better 

traverse Ancient ruins!
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Trivia

• Ode’s full name, Latrodecora, references the widow genus of spiders. 
• Due to an increase in eldritch influences, magic is getting stronger as 

time goes on.
• There was an animal sidekick in the original concepts for the gang.
• There’s something on the moons...


